Qoor Joins NVIDIA Inception Program

San Jose, California—August 21, 2019—Qoor today announced it has joined the NVIDIA Inception
program, which is designed to nurture startups revolutionizing industries with advancements in AI and
data science.
Qoor provides GPU cloud compute infrastructure and development tools to accelerate speed to
market—AI velocity, amplified.
The NVIDIA Inception program provides Qoor with access to NVIDIA’s cutting-edge technology,
engineering support, educational resources, and an ecosystem of partners focused on changing the
world through AI and GPU technology.
”Qoor is laying the tracks for the new era of compute. Artificial intelligence, or ‘the 4th Industrial
Revolution,’ is poised to change the world. We support enterprise customers, but we also place heavy
emphasis on nurturing technological growth for essential services including healthcare and education.
Joining the NVIDIA Inception program places us in a group of like-minded innovators contributing
towards positive transformation for our planet, environment, and the human species.”
“Qoor is stewarding artificial intelligence through engagement and service to the academic, scientific,
and business communities. The ‘boat of humanity’ must rise equally on the tide of AI, lest we risk a new
divide along technological lines. Qoor aims to ensure AI flourishes tempered by concern for our
common humanity,” said Matthew Heaviside, President & CEO at Qoor.
Qoor’s capabilities in data centers, AI, graphics, and blockchain are poised to propel humanity into the
next age.

NVIDIA’s Inception program is a virtual accelerator program that helps startups during critical stages of
product development, prototyping and deployment. Every Inception member gets a custom set of
ongoing benefits, from hardware grants and marketing support to training with deep learning experts.
About Qoor
Qoor’s mission is to provide secure, reliable, general purpose GPU cloud compute infrastructure and
developer tools to accelerate AI workflows. We make connecting to GPU infrastructure simple and
affordable, our optimized configuration and developer tools save your team time and money. Utilize
Qoor’s powerful IDE web app to seamlessly push workloads onto our cloud without the monotony of
DevOps. Qoor is solution orientated whether you’re just starting up or ready to scale.
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